
Exploring Efficiency 
and innovation: 
A deep dive into AI!

AI WORKSHOP

Unlock sustainable 
business optimization with 
Artificial Intelligence!

https://alfapeople.com/


In an era where artificial intelligence transcends 
mere buzzwords to become an indispensable 
reality for forward-thinking companies, you 
face a pivotal question: How can you identify 
and harness the right AI strategy for your 
organization to drive genuine innovation? How 
can AI be leveraged to optimize and enhance 
the performance of your business model?

Our exclusive one-day workshop is your 
gateway to the world of effective business 
optimization through artificial intelligence. 
Dive in and explore the technology and gain 
insights into how you can utilize it to create 
tangible value, streamline processes, and foster 
enduring innovation.



We will illustrate why the question is no longer 
whether to implement AI in your organization, 
but how to do it effectively, enabling you to 
optimize existing processes and chart new 
territories. From capital efficiency gains to 
precise order and forecast optimization, and 
seamless process automation through process 
mining - we spotlight the concrete pathways 
through which Microsoft Dynamics, powered 
by the Power Platform, AI Builder, and Copilot, 
is paving the way to sustainable success and 
transformative innovation.



Workshop 
agenda:

Navigation of the AI universe: 
• Introduction to artificial intelligence. 

• Practical examples and success stories. 

Exploring Microsoft´s AI toolbox:
• A brief overview of Power Platform, 

AI Builder, and Copilot. 

• Seamless integration with Microsoft Dynamics. 

AI in action for your success: 
• Emphasizing business process optimization.

• Interactive session: Defining individual use cases. 

Ensuring sustainable AI 
implementation success: 
• Essential components for a successful AI deployment.

• Best practices for seamless integration 

into company processes. 

Experience live AI solutions:
• AI solutions in action.

The five pillars of AI success: 
• Crucial factors for effective utilization. 

• Best practices for integrating AI 

into business processes. 

Interactive session: Defining use cases:
• Collaborative development of potential use cases. 

• AI as a catalyst for organizational transformation. 



Tangible benefits 
for your company:

1. Identification of tailored 
use cases.

2. Crafting an AI 
integration strategy. 

3. Gaining insights into 
Microsoft´s AI tools. 



Why choose this  
workshop?

Experience tailored solutions for Your 
business. Unlike conventional workshops, we 
provide personalized consulting to ensure the 
concepts presented seamlessly integrate into 
your business processes.



Who should attend 
this  workshop?
This workshop is designed for managers, IT 
decision-makers, process owners, and data 
analysts who seek to harness the full potential 
of artificial intelligence. If you aspire to elevate 
your company’s efficiency and innovation to 
the next level, this workshop is tailored for you.

This isn’t just another AI event; it’s your 
roadmap to successful implementation and 
innovation. Discover how to conquer the 
challenges of the modern business landscape 
with the right AI tools and forge genuine 
competitive advantages.

Are you ready to actively shape your 
company’s future? Secure your spot now and 
uncover the secrets of developing the ideal AI 
strategy for sustainable business optimization 
and innovation.



Reserve your workshop now and enhance 
your company’s competitiveness. 

Maximize your ROI through targeted 
artificial intelligence utilization!

Embark on your AI journey today! 

Reach out to us today and be part 

of the future of innovation. 

https://alfapeople.com/contact/
https://alfapeople.com/

